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I'm moving slowly through the earth, time
breaking off like a lion blind
bouncing off all the bloody shore
sinking in there my colors brawl
Disappearing like a swamp snake
never let on that I'm feeling bad
flustered when I am getting started
often bitter in the undertow

We almost lost his color
led him with a money vein
(Why?)
and it lets me decide that I'm
(Why?)
a little more into the free form

I cry easily in a riverbed
digging through slop in my head
perching up in my jerkin coat
wondering why I made the choice to move
Licking all of my wounds clean
if you're fighting, rend theÂ ?
wish I never have to fall asleep
not sure if I wanna leave

We almost lost him but the other
clawing by the end at his tail
(Why'd?)
you let me decide that I'm
(Why?)
a little more into the free form

I don't want 'em to begin
I don't want 'em to begin
(you know) you keep on by me
(you know) you keep on by me

Ain't gonna let 'em take me angry
Ain't gonna let 'em take me angry

I'm gonna let 'em take it their way
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I'm gonna let 'em take it their way

I'm moving slowly through the earth, time
breaking odds like a lion blind
bouncing off all the bloody shore
sinking in there my colors brawl
Disappearing like a swamp snake
never let on what I'm feeling when
flustered when I am getting started
often bitter in the undertow
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